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SNYDER ELECTED GOVERNOR

GV alums make up the
Crane Wives

Courtesy Photo / annarbor.com
One tough nerd: Republican candidate Rick Snyder (pictured) won the Michigan Governor's race Tuesday, defeating Democratic foe Virg Bernero in the process.

Courtesy Photo / Tommy Valdez

POLICE BLOTTER
Skateboarder
STRUCK BY CAR
A vehicle struck a pedestrian on Oct. 30 shortly
after midnight outside
of Kirkhof Center. The
pedestrian, who was
riding a skateboard,
complained of soreness
in his right leg following
the crash but refused
medical treatment. The
driver was found to be
responsible for the ac
cident.
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Republican,
Democrat
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election

Snyder's frame as political newcomer, business-savvy problem solver contributes to success
cording to unofficial returns tabulated
by the Associated Press.
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Snyder said.
Bernero conceded on election
night and addressed supporters in
downtown Detroit.
“It was a fight, my friends, worth
fighting, but it wasn’t our time,” he
said. “ ... Mr. Snyder will soon be
governor. He has promised to gov
ern as a moderate like Bill Milliken,
not like John Engler. I will partner

with Rick Snyder and I will call on
you to work with him as well, but if
that doesn’t happen, you and I will be
watching, won’t we?”
The election night results closely
mirrored poll predictions. As of Oct.
19, non-partisan opinion research
organization Rasmussen Reports re-

See Snyder wins, A2

Units provide 30,000 bottles
of purified water per filter
By Anya Zentmeyer
Washington isn't welcome: Junior Nick Workman pays for his

GVL Assistant News Editor

meal with debit dollars. Cash is not accepted at Engrained.

Last year, the Student Environmental Coali
tion’s subgroup organization. Students on Tap,
reorganized and regenerated, asking students
to look at themselves and make a sustainable
switch.
The group proposed the idea of water bottle
refilling stations paired with some sort of uni
versity system for checking out free water bot
tles to reduce the use of the plastic, disposable
water bottles that have currently cornered the
market at Grand Valley State University.
“1 hope that the conversation we started is
going to grow into a larger question students
ask themselves, ‘Why am 1 paying for water
that 1 can get for free?”’ said Josh Lycka, orga
nizer of Students on Tap.
In what Maintenance Supervisor David
Feenstra calls “coincidental timing,” Students
on Tap is making strides toward its goal with
the installation of three new “retro-fit bottlefilling units” on campus.
In late summer, Feenstra said Christopher
Jeffries, Grand Valley State University’s master
plumber on campus, came to him with the idea
to add the retro-fit bottle-filling unit to the uni-

Courtesy Photos / David Feenstra
Sustainable practice: Above and below: GVSU master
plumber Christopher Jeffries installs a water bottle
refilling unit to a water fountain in the Kirkhoff Center.

Engrained's no-cash
policy promotes
efficiency

It is the latest of three on the Allendale Campus.

By Chelsea Lane
GVL News Editor

versity’s pre-existing water fountains on cam
pus that would result in not only filtered water
from the fountain but also a unit on top that uses
an infrared light that reads when a bottle is there
and shuts off" when the bottle is removed.
“You’re adding the device to the drinking
fountain, so not only do you have the drinking
fountain; you have this to fill your bottle above
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See Water refill, A2

One of Grand Valley
State University’s new
est on-campus restau
rants, Engrained, offers
everything from subs to
alfredo to salads. But
there is one thing stu
dents won’t find there.
Cash.
GVSU opted to make
Engrained, which fea
tures
a
sustainablyfocused menu, its first
cashless campus restau
rant. Guests at Engrained
place their orders and pay
in one line, where they
self-scan their school ID,
debit card or credit card.
Guests with cash only
can go to Provisions on

Some Restrictions Apply

For Students, Faculty, and Staff @ Lanthorn.com
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GV installs water bottle refilling units
to reduce use of disposable bottles
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Demand (The POD) in
The Connection, where
they can convert their
cash into $10 or $25 gift
cards.
The idea first came to
GVSU Dining five years
ago during a business
trip to Virginia Tech
nological
University,
which has won multiple
national awards for its
on-campus food. Cam
pus Dining hopes the
system will prove more
efficient, allowing em
ployees to spend more
time focusing on cus
tomer service.
“With speed comes
efficiency,” said Campus
Dining general manager

See Engrained, A2
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Water refill

Snyder wins

to be met with general accep
tance and high usage, Feenstra
and Jeffries speculate that the
main lobby of the Perform
ing Arts Center along with
Manitou’s main floor lobby
arc both likely candidates for
the next unit. Both said there
is a potential goal of one unit
per building if this trial period
continues to thrive.
“Down the line if we get
funding or money to do more
of them, then sure, but right
now we’ve got to be careful
because we’re on a budget,”
Jeffries said.
Feenstra, in conjunction
with Norman Christophers
from Sustainability Commu
nity Development Initiative,
is currently exploring possible
funding options for future de
velopment of the units, which
Lycka and the rest of the Stu
dents on Tap group are already
rallying around.
“We’re pursuing a reinvest
ment fund application through
the Sustainable Community
Development Initiative to get
money for at least one new
water station on campus,” Ly
cka said.
Lycka said the proposed
station would also include an
additional posting of informa
tion about water policy and the
science and economics behind
the water bottle industry.
Both Lycka and fellow
Students on Tap member Ka
tie Sexton said capturing the
student body’s attention and
calling for a university-wide
re-evaluation is critical to fur
thering a more sustainable
GVSU.
“Grand Valley is noted for
its achievements in sustainabil
ity, but even so, bottled water
is the biggest money maker for
campus dining,” Sexton said.
“I think it’s time to step back
and contemplate the values
the university strives to uphold
and whether or not these are
what is really being supported
with the current system.”
assisiantnews @ lanthom rom

continued from page A1

it,” Jeffries said. “It’s a retro
fit kit to a pre-existing water
fountain. Not only arc you
filtering the drinking fountain,
you’re filtering the water that
comes out of the bottle filler."
The water comes directly
from the water supply and
passes through the filter and
then the evaporator, producing
chilled, filtered water that dis
penses from both the pre-ex
isting bubbler on the original
unit as well as the new bottle
filing unit. Each filter is good
for about 3 XXX) gallons of wa
ter, which,depending on bottle
size, can average out to 30,000
uses. This would require the
purchase of a new filter for
the unit once every year or so,
again, depending on amount
usage.
“Refilling water containers
is more sustainable since few
er plastic bottles would make
it to the waste stream,” said
Tim Thimmesch of Facility
Services. "Plus there is a cost
savings to students if they can
refill from our water fountains
rather than purchasing new.”
As of right now, three units
have been installed on GVSU’s Allendale Campus —
one in Manitou’s second-floor
computer lab, another on the
middle floor of the Fieldhouse
training area and most recent
in the Kirkhof Center’s lobby.
Both Feenstra and Jeffries
said response to the new units
has been overwhelmingly
positive thus far into the trial
period, which the pair estimate
will run through the end of the
2010 calendar year.
Currently, there is no fund
ing for the retro-fit bottle
filling units, which can run
anywhere from $450 to $600
for the more contemporary
fountain models and $1200
to $ 1300 for the older models
that need a more comprehen
sive facelift.
The budget so far has come
directly out of Feenstra’s oper
ation budget as a test, he said.
Provided the units continue

continued from page A1

corded that of 500 likely voters surveyed,
Snyder held the lead at 54 percent over
Bemero’s 34 percent. An additional 4 per
cent of respondents preferred other candi
dates while the remaining 8 percent were
undecided.
How Snyder Won
Paul Cornish, professor of political sci
ence at GVSU, said three key elements con
tributed to Snyder’s victory.
“One was Snyder’s ability to define him
self - to give a frame of himself - very early
in the election process,” Cornish said. “And
that frame, in terms of someone who is a
problem-solver and focused on things other
than partisan politics combined with just a
kind of wave of anti-government sentiment
would be the second factor* And I think the
third factor is probably just that he ran a
good campaign. He avoided mistakes.”
Cornish said the second factor has been
a trend in this election cycle that may disap
pear next time around, but in this instance
created a nice avenue for Snyder and other
newcomers to the political arena. Snyder,
who has never held a political office, mar
keted himself to voters as “one tough nerd”
who would apply his business savvy to the
state’s ailing economy.
“That seems to have helped him im
mensely, that he was able to get himself out
there as someone who’s different from other
politicians in an election cycle when people
are so seemingly excited about snowing out
the politicians,” Cornish said.
GVSU College Republicans Chairman
Kyle Smith agreed Snyder’s image as an
outsider helped him achieve victory.
“I think Michigan is tired of the political
status quo,” he said. “We’ve elected non
career politicians to quite a few positions
throughout the state now. I know that the
winner up in the first congressional district
has been a general suigeon for thirty years
and, of course, now we have Rick for gov
ernor.”
While Cornish said Snyder’s manage
rial experience from his days as CEO of
Gateway, Inc. have helped craft an image
of somebody who is capable of increasing
economic development and job production,
his primary challenge will be working with
legislators who maintain their own concerns
and constituencies.
“He seems to be able to work very well
with other people,” Cornish said. “He seems
to be a very affable person. He seems to be
relatively moderate, politically speaking. So
one would think that he would be able to
work with other people very well, but that’s
kind of an unknown because he’s never held
a position of political leadership.”
Next Steps
Gov. Jennifer Granholm traveled to
Detroit Wednesday morning to counsel

MOTMANS
FARM MARKET
0-2617 Riverhill Drive
Just 1 mile East of GVSU

continued from page A1

Tom Minor in a press re
lease. “The employees have
more time to focus on guest
service and not on the transac
tion, leading to a better expe
rience for guests.”
In addition to being more
efficient, the cashless format
is also more sustainable and
eliminates germs.
“A cashless environment
is considered sustainable, and
given that The Connection is
a LEED-certified building, it
made sense to extend sustain
able efforts into the payment

FRESH PRODUCE &
FRESH PICKED APPLES!
GSVUSTUDENTS
& STAFF SHOW
COLLEGE ID AND
RECEIVE 10% OFF ANY
ORDER OF $5 OR MORE!
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GVL / Nicole Lamson
Exit polls: The Allendale Christian Reformed Church served as the Allendale polling location Tuesday.

Governor-elect Snyder on transitioning into
office. Local Republicans already have high
expectations for Snyder.
“I am ecstatic with the results of (Tues
day’s) election,” Smith said. .. Michigan’s
voters decided that Rick needs support
throughout government and decided voting
Republican was the way to do so.”
Smith said he would first like to see Sny
der focus on the Michigan Business Tax,
which placed a financial strain on some
small businesses.
“We must alter or eliminate this tax to
help make Michigan friendly to business
again," he said. “I believe Michigan will
see a reduction in unemployment and more
business entering the state.”
Smith said in total, volunteers at the Fix
Michigan Center in Grand Rapids placed
more than 14,000 phone calls to potential
voters and he was glad to see their efforts
pay off in the end.
“It’s a great feeling to see all your hard
work come to fruition and have that feel
ing on election night that yes, this is what
those phone calls, those door knocks and all
the literature-drops, this is what we worked
for,” he said.
Although Smith described the mood at
the Fix Michigan Center as “very optimis
tic” on election night, the results were not
so encouraging for Democrats, who lost
control of the House of Representatives and
also failed to capture the Secretary of State
and Attorney General positions in-state.
“Election night was obviously very dis
appointing in nearly every regard for Dem
ocrats across the state and country,” said
GVSU College Democrats President Paul
LeBlanc. “It’s quite clear that public discon
tentment with widespread unemployment
and the state of the economy in general has

structure,” said Deb Rambadt,
Campus Dining marketing
manager.
Rambadt added that despite
“a bit of confusion in the be
ginning,” guests have adapted
well to the change and ac
cepted it with little difficulty.
As the initial response has
been encouraging, Rambadt
said Campus Dining may also
expand the cashless system to
other locations in the future.
“Currently Kleiner Mar
ketplace is experiencing 97
percent cashless transactions
by use of meal plan or credit
cards,” she said. “This is a
potential candidate for a com

Engrained

Hours:
8am - 7pm
Closed Sunday
(616)677-1525
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hit the party hard. ’
However, LeBlanc said he was pleased
the Democrats maintained control of the
Senate and that Brandon Dillon (D-Grand
Rapids) won the 75th District State House
of Representatives seat.
"Though the results were disappointing,
we remain optimistic that voters will now be
able to see the clear differences between the
Republican Party’s leadership and our lead
ers during the next two years and this will
prove beneficial for us in 2012,” he said.
LeBlanc added he hopes Snyder and
other Republican leaders will view the elec
tion results not “as a mandate to enact their
agenda" but a chance to work on a bipar
tisan solution to the country’s economic
problems.
“Rather than using Tuesday’s victory as
an opportunity to tend to the GOP's pet proj
ects and cater to the party’s interest groups,
Snyder and the new Republican majority
should work with Democrats in the legisla
ture to enact rational economic policies that
aim to turn our economy around and extend
assistance to those hit hardest by the reces
sion,” LeBlanc said. “We will only see the
dismal state of the Michigan economy be
gin to turn around if the Republican leader
ship decides to do this. If not, we can only
expect more of the same.”
Smith also expressed hope for political
cooperation but said the new balance of
power in Congress will make it “significant
ly more difficult” for the Obatrta administra
tion to enforce its policies.
“With Republicans controlling the
House of Representatives, President Obama
will need to be more open to working with
the other side to have his policies passed
through Congress,” he said.
news@ lanthom x om

plete cashless environment in
the future.”
Campus Dining launched
an extensive marketing cam
paign behind the new format.

including posters, information
tables and providing informa;
tion about the system in Cam
pus Dining training.
*
news@ lanthom .com

Every lawyer must pass the bar.
Ours go on to raise it.
*

Wayne Law offers students a strong and comprehensive legal education in
Michigan s historic, economic and cultural center Our expert faculty members
allow Wayne Law to offer more than 175 courses and seminars each year. Our
seven client clinics

including our newly added Environmental Law and Asylum

and Immigration Law clinics

>3 vr

GVL / Nicole Lamson
New food: Workers clean up at Engrained, located in the Connection Commons.

provide students with the practical experience

needed to hit the ground running upon graduation Of course, it doesn't hurt
that Detroit s vibrant legal market also provides students with direct access
to internship and employment
and

federal

courts,

government

opportunities at
offices,

state

multinational

corporations, unions and major law firms. With all Wayne
Law offers, it's no wonder our alumni continue to lead the
way

in the annual Michigan Super lawyers ranking

lawinquire@wayne.edu or

....

Contact

(313) 577 3937 or visit law.
......
.

wayne.edu for information on applying to Wayne Law
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EDITORIAL

The amount of money wasted on
campaigns is cause for voter outrage, and
the public should demand a better use for
the funds.
An excessive $11.1 million passed through Michigan in the
past several months as part of gubernatorial campaign efforts
from both Rick Snyder and Virg Bemero. On Tuesday night,
Snyder was named Michigan’s new governor, but was the cost
worth it?
Snyder spent $9.3 million on his campaign, according to
spending reports tiled with the Secretary of State Office last
Friday. Bernero’s campaign cost $1.8 million.
In a state frozen because of a $2.8 billion budget deficit last
year, excessive campaign spending is difficult to justify. The
public will elect new officials regardless of how much their
campaigns cost. Though the money spent on campaigns would not
come close to offering a fix-all solution for Michigan’s financial
crisis, the additional funds would have some impact in reducing
the deficit if candidates chose to redirect the money to bettering
the state.
At Grand Valley State University, where the state consistently
grants the university thousands of dollars below the average
appropriation per student, this seemingly-frivolous spending is
hard to take when the money could be instead invested in higher
education.
Campaign funding typically goes to television ads, posters,
billboards, phone and letter campaigns, door-to-door recruiting,
website upkeep, speeches and other promotions the candidate
deems effective. Voters should be educated on the candidates’
stances and other topics that will be on the ballot. However, the
ads funded by campaign money typically cater to a less-thandesirable voting style that often ignores the issues.
From 1968 to 1996, the average amount of air time granted to
political candidates has decreased from 42 seconds to 8 seconds,
according to “The 2000 presidential campaign” by Robert E.
Denton, Jr. The number of lines in the New York Times devoted
to direct quotes from candidates went from 14 lines in 1960 to six
lines in 1992. It is difficult to address complex issues in six lines,
an 8-second sound bite or even in a 30-second TV commercial, so
instead candidates spew catchphrases or attack their opponents.
The advertising leads voters to base their decision on the
perceived character of the candidate rather than on his or her
political policy. With all the money spent on these campaigns, the
least the candidates could do is to educate the public on issues
relevant to the vote. But genuine education is usually neglected.
One solution would be to place a cap on the amount candidates
are allowed to invest in their advertising. A limit on spending
would level the playing field by giving less-affluent candidates a
more equal chance at reaching the public and put the extra money
to a more constructive use.
• As Michigan concludes yet another election season, voters
dnd legislators alike should re-examine the electoral process and
demand some changes to the spending trend.
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Is the current GVSU high wind policy
sufficient to maintain safety?
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IN YOUR FACE, THE REPUBLICANS
ARE TAKING BACK CONGRESS.
L
THINGS ARE GONNA
BE DIFFERENT NOIa/I
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Is it an inconvenience to not be able to
purchase items with cash on campus?

"Yes, even though
debit can be
easier for people,
sometimes all you
have on you is a
little bit of cash."

"Yes, it's
un-American."

Alex Mirabitur

Andrew Kremmers

Nick Limback

Ranissa Bell

Thom Hunt

Sophomore
Social Work
Westland, Mich.

Senior
Finance and Spanish
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sophomore
Health Professions
Macomb, Mich.

Sophomore
Ultrasound Tech.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Junior
Business
Grand Rapids, Mich.

"No, almost
everyone has
debit and credit
cards, now, so it's
really not that
inconvenient to
just pull those out.
A lot of freshman
have debit dollars,
too."

"Yes, because
someone people
don't feel
comfortable using
debit cards and
some people don't
have meal plans
and only carry
cash."

"Yes, it is
inconvenient and
it's annoying. It's
the opposite of
recycling."

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Student Senate needs a good scandal

When students ask
other students what the
most popular organiza
tion on campus is (and
this gets asked a lot), the
most common answer
is, of course, the Harry
Potter Club. And why
not? While the Twilight
franchise divided the
world into Team Edward
and Team Jacob, the
Harry Potter series has,
thankfully, only one
protagonist who is,
thankfully, not as physi
cally attractive.
So with that given, the
question then becomes
“Which student group is
the second most popu
lar?” I’ll give you a hint:
the answer is not the
Grand Valley State Uni
versity Student Senate.
But it should be.
Student Senate is very
much an integral part

of this campus, and
it puzzles me why
they remain shrouded
in apathetic mystery
by our student body.
Without acting in some
sort of creepy, totalitar
ian fashion, the Student
Senate controls a lot of
what happens at GVSU
and doesn’t get a lot of
recognition for it.
So what gives?
Last month, I talked
about the general lack of
interest in the 50th an
niversary of GVSU. I be
lieve something similar
is happening here. But
we can reach a solution
by different means.
For example, I believe
one of the biggest
problems facing Student
Senate is the fact that
they refuse to emulate
the lives of real sena
tors. Acquiring a seat
on the Student Senate
should stipulate the need
for at least one scandal
per year. This doesn't
necessarily mean that
our peers need to go out
and start soliciting sex
in airport bathrooms -

similar to former Senator
Larry Craig - or cheating
on their cancer-stricken
wives - like former
Senator John Edwards.
Instead, I believe that
some members of
Student Senate can
engage in college-related
scandals.
I mean, what spe
cial party group from
GVSU is going to front
millions of dollars to
ensure its legislation
gets ratified? Phi Kappa
Sigma? Rather than large
campaign contributions,
why not have some
Student Senators steal
the answers to a test to
further their GPA? To be
fair, “Watergate” makes
a lot of sense, consider
ing we’re known as the
Lakers.
Or, better yet, the
Student Senate could
start a massive investiga
tion because one of the
members wasn’t invited
to a party. Bringing in
students one-by-one,
asking questions such as,
“Are you,or have you
ever been, a member

of the Robot Dinosaur
Party on Facebook?” •
and demanding people
to name names would be
an effective (or, should
I say evil?) way to get
publicity.
Of course, the Student
Senate would never
abide by this suggestion.
I guess they’re, like,
into that whole helping
student/administration
relations deal. Or some
thing.
Seriously, with an
organization like this, it
is an absolute mind-melt
why more people don’t
know about the Student
Senate or what they do,
such as change the meal
plan time slots so it is
more convenient. Cur
rently, they are prepar
ing for a fundraiser for
the infamous Battle of
the Valleys, which has
divided the world into
Team Grand and Team
Sag.
Maybe we should look
to the Harry Potter Club
for solutions on how to
unite us again.
cslattery@ lanthorn rom
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley lanthorn.
Tire Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley 1 ^nthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
Courtesy Cartoon / King Features
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Intercultural Festival
programs set
Programs and activities
have been scheduled for
the Intercultural Festival
by the Student Life and
Cultural Programming
Council, aimed at
enhancing the cultural
competencies of students.
The Intercultural
Festival goes from Nov.
12 through Nov. 19. The
theme for the festival
is "Expand Your Mind"
and focuses on Greg
Tanaka's writings from the
Intercultural Campus.
For a complete
schedule, go to www.gvsu.
edu/rf. Any departments
interested in hosting a
program should contact
Tom Coy at coyt@gvsu.
edu.

"2
Black Student
Union presents Cafe
Mahogany Friday
Students are invited to
join in the event "What's
done in the dark" hosted
by the Black Student Union
in the Pere Marquette
Room in the Kirkhof
Center. Friday night will
include a cocktail hour
from 8:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
and open mic time, poetry
and free food lasting until
midnight.
For more information,
e-mail taylorb326@>
comcast.net.

"3

Soccer for Sudan
team registration

Soccer for Sudan
will be a tournament
for Grand Valley State
University students
in which the winning
team will play a team of
Sudanese Refugees in
the championship game
as well as earn additional
prizes and raffles.
The registration fee per
person is $5. Teams of five
to 10 people are eligible
to sign up. Tickets for the
event will be sold for $2 at
the Kirkhof Center today,
Monday, Nov. 11 and Nov.
15 and at the door for $4.
The tournament will
take place on Nov. 20 from
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Donations
are welcome will go to the
Michigan Darfur Coalition.

Lanthorn Literary
Edition accepting
submissions
Until 5 p.m. Nov. 12,
the Lanthorn will accept
submissions for its
Literary Edition. Faculty
judges will name the
winners in the following
categories.

1. Poetry
2. Creative non-fiction
3. Fictional short
stories
4. Photography
5. Graphic Design
Winners in each
category will receive a
cash prize. Lanthorn staff
can enter but are not
eligible to win.
Students may enter
up to three pieces in
each category, and
submissions with a title
and complete authors
name may be sent
to Emanuel Johnson
at managingeditor@
lanthorn.com.
The literary edition
will be printed Nov. 29.
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Psychology students study effects of
culture on emotional development
Study examines cultural differences in Caucasian, Hispanic
toddlers to determine how early culture impacts development
By Samantha Butcher
GVL Senior Reporter

For some,
2 year olds
are primar
ily associated
•;* a
with the socalled "ter
rible twos,”
but a group
of psychol
ogy students
FRIEDLMEIER
at
Grand
Valley State
University are interested in a
different aspect of toddler de
velopment.
Twelve undergraduate stu
dents are examining how cul
ture impacts a child’s emotion
al development. Their research
targets 2-year-olds from His
panic and European-American
families.
Wolfgang Friedlmeier, the
GVSU psychology professor
who organized the study, said
it was an opportunity to con
tinue research that he began in
Germany in the 1990s.
“We published a book
where we outlined a theoretical
framework of how emotions
develop and what role culture
plays, so this project aims to
test some specific hypothesis
in order to see how culture af
fects children’s emotional de
velopment,” he said.
Two year olds were targeted
because of previous studies that
showed the emotional devel
opment of children as young as
3 years old to be impacted by
culture.
“The idea was to go a little
younger,” he said. “The idea
was, can we already observe at
the age of 2 differences, and can
those differences be applied to
different cultural models?”
The study has three parts:
an interview, a home visit and
a lab visit duriing which re
searchers induce specific emo
tions. Researchers use these
tests to see whether there is a

courtesy rnoio / gv»u.edu
Latin pride: Professor Graciela Di Marco (pictured) will speak at
Conference on the Americas, which will begin today and end Saturday.

Annual Latin American
conference extended
Conference on the Americas stretched to 3-day event

By Molly Waite
GVL Senior Reporter

Courtesy Graphic / Behavioral Research Facility
Toddler research: EmoLab hosts a socialization study for 12 GVSU students.

connection between the child’s
cultural background and its
emotional socialization.
The group hopes to com
plete their research by April
2011 so they can present their
findings at the Midwestern
Psychological
Association
conference in Chicago next
summer.
“I think that our project is so
important to examine because
with the Hispanic population is
ever increasing, it is important
for childcare givers and Euro
pean Americans to understand
the differences in goals and
expectations from the culture
which will ultimately alter the
way these children are raised in
comparison to our own,” said
Nicole Summers, a psychol
ogy student at GVSU who has
worked with Friedlmeier since
the preliminary research for the
study began in January 2009.
Although both are optimis
tic, the study has not been with
out its fair share of challenges.
Although according to their
abstract they are aiming for 30
participants from each ethnic
group, finding willing families
has proven difficult. Currently,
less than 20 European-Ameri
can families and 10 Hispanic
families have taken part.
“We are testing such a nar

row selection of participants,
and unless we can find enough,
our hard work will be useless,”
Summers said.
Friedlmeier said while they
are still connecting data, he has
noticed trends. Their research
indicates that European-Amer
ican mothers tend to empha
size academic skills whereas
Hispanic mothers focus more
on stronger social skills, such
as cooperation, obedience and
communication.
“Based on the idea that His
panic culture embraces more
connectedness and people fo
cus more on the relationships
between each other rather than
differentiating the individual
from the group, our results
aren’t surprising,” he said.
The study is one of many
undergraduate research op
portunities on campus and was
Friedlmeier’s first experience
conducting a large-scale study
with undergraduate students.
The study is being conducted
through EmoLab, a research
facility which Friedlmeier runs
as head researcher.
“Based on the conditions
that you have here, 1 think they
are highly competent and do a
good job,” he said.
sbutcher@ lanthorn com

Oftentimes, conferences
and events held at universities
are forced to fit a large amount
of information into only one
or two days. But this month,
the I^atin American Studies
Department at Grand Valley
State University will break
that trend by expanding their
annual Conference on the
Americas conference into a
three-day event.
The conference will take
place Nov. 4 through Nov.
6 at the Eberhard Center on
GVSU’s Pew Campus.
“This
is
the
11th
conference,” said Zulema
Moret, director of Latin
American
studies
and
associate Spanish professor at
GVSU. “In the past, we had
only offered the conference
for one day, but now we are
extending the conference to 2
1/2 days. That way we have
the opportunity to offer more
workshops and to invite
more speakers from different
countries.”
The theme of this year’s
event will be “Creative
Agents
of
Change:
Facing Challenges in Our
Communities,” according to
a GVSU press release. This
year’s keynpte speaker will
be Doris Sommer, director of

the Cultural Agency Initiative
at Harvard University, with
her address being set for 7
p.m. today.
Harvard’s Cultural Agents
Initiative is a program that
investigates and promotes
the roles of art and artists
in
facing
community
challenges, Moret said.
“We are pleased to have
Dr. Sommer come to the
conference,” Moret said. “As
the Faculty Director of the
Cultural Agents Initiative at
Harvard University, she will
be able to give us insights
on the challenges our
communities face and how
they can be transformed.
The conference will promote
know ledge and understand i ng
of Latin America and Latinos
living in the United States
and West Michigan.”
Conference
topics
will include sustainable
development,
interactions
between the community
and cultural agents and the
transformative role of the
arts and women as agents of
changes in the community.
The cost to attend is the
event is $55 for faculty and
staff member at GVSU, $10
for community members and
free for all GVSU students.
To view the full conference
schedule, visit at www.gvsu.
edu/las/coa.
tnwaite® lanthorn com

Professor travels overseas before returning home to teach at GV
Grand Rapids native Thomas Walker brings prior teaching experience to first year at GVSU as professor of International Relations

By Derek Wolff
GVL Staff Writer

Though
the 2010-11
school year
is his first
at
Grand
Valley State
L j
University,
internation
al relations
professor
WALKER
Thomas
Walker is
anything but inexperienced.
Walker, who lived in Grand
Rapids until he was 12, has re
turned home after most recently
teaching at Dartmouth College.
His own education brought him
around the country and over
seas. He earned a bachelor of
arts in history from the Univer
sity of Michigan, his master’s
in international relations from
Kent University in Canterbury.
England and his doctorate in
political science from Rutgers
University.
Unable to resist the allure of
coming back home, Walker said
his first tour on a visit to GVSU
was enough to persuade him to
apply for the job.
“I was really impressed
when I came here with the qual
ity of the students,” Walker said.
“They put me in a room with undergrads, which I was impressed
with. Normally, you meet with
all the faculty members and you
may meet with some graduate
students, so meeting with the
undergrads showed me Grand

Valley really values education.”
Walker’s time in England
allowed him to analyze the dif
ferences between the education
systems of the U.S. and abroad.
Walker implemented some

of the ideas he learned at Kent
into his own teaching policy. He
draws more from history than
current events for his interna
tional relations classes but fo
cuses on students understanding

the crucial concepts of the field.
Walker stressed the need of
international relations courses
for a balanced education.
“As the world becomes more
globalized and more complicat

ed, you need tools to understand
that,” he said. “I couldn’t imag
ine a good liberal arts education
without some international rela
tions classes.”
dwolff@ lanthorn com
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HOMEFIELD advantage
Women's team to face Findlay in GLIAC semifinals
Allen out for season
with broken arm

\

'

Starting
sophomore
defensive
end Brandon Allen
will miss the
rest of the
season after
breaking his
right arm in ALLEN
Saturday's loss to Michigan Tech
nological University, said GVSU
head coach Matt Mitchell.
Allen required surgery after frac
turing his humerus in four places
during the fourth quarter.
"He had really been playing well
for us and almost turned into our
best play-maker on our defensive
line," Mitchell said.
Allen, who has two years of
eligibility remaining, tallied 19
tackles, four sacks and 85 tackles
for loss in nine games.
The Lakers are already thin on
the defensive line after losing
senior and All-American defen
sive end Danny Richard to a knee
injury before the season.

■2

Cross country teams
look to claim GLIAC
Championship titles

Grand Valley State University's
men's and women's cross country
teams will head to Hillsdale,
Mich, this weekend to compete
at the GLIAC Championships.
The women's team, ranked No. 2
nationally, has won nine GLIAC
Championships in a row. The
No. 5 men's team has won eight
straight conference titles.
"We're going there to win a
conference championship," said
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes.
"We're going in there with the
attitude that this is the first step
of the championship season."
The women's race begins at 11
a.m. while the men's race begins
at 11:45 a.m. An open race for
both men and women will take
place at 12:30 p.m.

GAMES

■ Friday
TBA: W. Soccer GLIAC
Semifinals
7 p.m.: W. Volleyball vs.
Northwood
7:15 p.m.: M. Ice Hockey at
Ohio State

■ Saturday
11 a.m.: M./W. Cross Country
GLIAC Championship at
Hillsdale
11 a.m.: W. Rugby vs.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Noon: M. Ice Hockey at Ohio State
1 p.m.: Football vs. Northwood
2 pjn.: Dodgeball vs. Ferris State

■ Sunday
TBA: W. Soccer GLIAC
Championship
All Day: M. Rowing at
BASF Fall Festival Regatta in
Wyandotte, Mich.
12:45 p.m.: W. Ice Hockey vs.
Robert Morris at Walker Ice
Arena
2 p.m.: W. Basketball at
Michigan State
2 p.m.: W. Volleyball vs. Lake
Superior State

@LANTHORN-SPORTS
Follow the game on Twitter
!►> vs. Northwood University

Oilers presented first-half problems in last
matchup against Lakers earlier this season
By Greg Monahan
GVL Senior Reporter

It is the biggest time of the year for
the Grand Valley State University wom
en’s soccer team, and the defending
Conference and National Champions
are again ready for tournament play.
The Lakers earned a bye through the
first round of the GLIAC tournament
and will take on the University of Find
lay Friday after the Oilers beat Saginaw
Valley State University Tuesday 2-1
in overtime to advance to the second
round.
GVSU struggled against Findlay
in the team’s only matchup of the year
with the Leakers trailing before scoring
three second-half goals en route to a 3-1
victory on the road.
“Findlay was definitely an aggressive
team,” said sophomore forward Ashley
Botts. “We kind of downplayed how ag
gressive they were going to be the first
time. So they’re going to hit us a little
bit, and we’re expecting that.”
Three teams besides GVSU remain
in the tournament - Northern Michi
gan University, Tiffin University and
the Oilers - and each gave the Lakers
trouble earlier this season. GVSU lost
to Northern Michigan University in
September, tied Tiffin on the road and
trailed Findlay at half.
GVSU head coach Dave Dilanni said
the key to the team’s success throughout
the rest of the season will come from its
midfield, which has propelled both the
Laker offense and defense this season.
“Certainly our midfield is the strength
of our team in terms of our system,” he
said. “When they’re playing well, we’re
playing well. So, we need our midfield
to be dominant. That’s part of why we
want to play at home because of how
they’ve proven how they play here.”
The Lakers have been dominant at

home, going 10-0-0 during the season
and outscoring their opponents 47-0.
With a 5-1-2 record on the road, still im
pressive and yet not nearly as dominant,
senior midfielder Kristin Eible said it
is important the Lakers keep playing at
home for as long as they can.
“Obviously we play better at home
so it’ll be nice to not have to travel,” she
said. “We get to have teams come play
here on a bigger field where we play
better.”
If the Lakers win the GLIAC tourna
ment, they will earn home-field advan
tage in the NCAA regional playoffs as
well, something Botts said the Lakers
would need in order to give themselves
a shot at back-to-back National Cham
pionships.
“(Home-field advantage) is a big
thing that we always want to achieve,”
she said. “Because when you’re at home
you’re sleeping in your own bed, you’re
eating your own food, and you’re not
having to travel to someone else’s field
where they have the advantage.”
The Lakers enjoy the largest-allowed
playing surface at their home field in Al
lendale. The 120 by 80-foot dimensions
allow the fast GVSU team to spread out
its offense and run a deliberate attack. In
comparison, some of the smaller fields
in the GLIAC have bogged down the
offense.
“Our field is the best field in the con
ference in our opinion,” Botts said. “It’s
nice and big where we can let our game
play the same way we practice. That
gives us a little more motivation to try
and stay at home.”
The Lakers will kick off against
Findlay on Friday at 1:30 p.m. If they
beat the Oilers, the team will matchup
against the winner of the Northern
Michigan-Tiffin game in the GLIAC fi
nals on Sunday at 1 p.m.
gmonahan @ lanthorn .com

GVL Archive / Ran* Martin
The real season: Above: Dave Dilanni looks on as his team takes on Northwood
University earlier this eason. Below: Junior midfielder Erin Mruz smiles while running
downfield against Northwood. The Lakers will begin GLIAC play Friday against Findlay.
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First-half deficit to Dayton too big for men's basketball team
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Staff Writer

The Grand Valley State Univer
sity men’s basketball team fell to
the Division I University of Dayton
Flyers 77-66 Monday in the season’s
exhibition opener in Dayton, Ohio.
While the Lakers saw strong
outings from junior college transfer
James Thomas (20 points) and se
nior Justin Ringler (14 points), the
team never fully recovered from a
14-0 Dayton run to start the game.
“Anytime you get down that
much you want to get it all back right
away,” said Ringler, who played a
team-high 32 minutes. “There’s no
14-point play, so you have to chip
away, and you have to get back to
playing your pace.”
Playing without key senior con
tributors in guard K’Len Morris
and center Mike Przydzial, GVSU
recovered from the early deficit and
pulled within six points midway
through the half. The team’s success
with and without Ringler on the floor
was valuable as the Lakers fought
through another Dayton run to cut
the lead to four with less than 1 min
ute to play in the first.
“We play a lot of guys, so we
hope to be able to play well and ex
ecute no matter who is in the game,”
said GVSU head coach Ric Wesley.
“We’re still a work in progress rota
tion-wise, but it was encouraging to
see good things happening with our
top player on the bench.”
Dayton’s early run set the tone,
and the play of senior forwards Chris
Wright (11 points) and Josh Parker
(14 points) paced the Flyers. Led
by Ringler’s seven first-half points,
the Lakers looked to steal momen
tum entering the half. The senior
energized the team in his return to
the game, reaching the foul line two
straight times and cutting the Dayton
lead to four.
After Ringler’s fourth make at the
line. Dayton freshman point guard
Juwan Staten took the ball coast-tocoast for lay-up at the buzzer. The
shot extended the Flyers’ lead to

'

GVL Archive

Dribble and drive: Senior Justin Ringler runs the ball down the court in a previous
game. He scored 14 points in the Lakers'loss to the University of Dayton on Monday.

38-32 and stunted the momentum
GVSU had gained.
“Momentum is a hard thing to
gauge. That play was a breakdown
on our part and obviously not a good
way to end the half,” Wesley said.
“Give them credit. They were at
home, and both halves they came out
with great aggressiveness. We just
couldn’t match it.”
The Flyers got out to another fast
start in the second half and extended
their lead to 11. With his team strug
gling, Wesley went to a zone defense
aimed at slowing down the Flyers’

inside game and forcing them into
perimeter shots.
Dayton missed five of the first six
shots against the zone, and the Lak
ers’ capitalized thanks to three-point
baskets from sophomore guard Wes
Trammell and Thomas.
“In these kinds of games where
you’re not familiar with the oppo
nent, you have to try to help your
defense. We had a little more success
with the zone,” Wesley said. “We
went to it because, with their lineups
on the floor, we thought they were
susceptible to it.”

Ultimately, Dayton made adjust
ments and found the holes in the
zone. Junior guard Chris Johnson
made consecutive three-pointers and
extended the lead back to 49-38.
Down 12 with nine minutes to
go, the Lakers mounted their final
charge. Keyed by freshman cen
ter Asauhn Tatum’s block on Flyer
center Josh Benson, the ensuing of
fensive play led to one of Thomas’
team-high six three-pointers.
A Dayton turnover on the ensuing
possession lead to sophomore point
guard Breland Hogan being sent to
the line, where he made one-of-two
to cut the Flyers’ lead to eight.
However, that was as close as
the Lakers would get. The Flyers
kept their offense going in the final
minutes - countering every punch
the Lakers threw - to hold on for the
11-point win.
“We fought hard out there, and
we weren’t that overmatched physi
cally or emotionally,” Wesley said.
“They’re a little bigger, stronger and
athletic, but we competed just as
hard.as they did.”
Not to be overshadowed was the
play of the bench. All 10 Lakers who
saw action scored, and solid play
from Trammell (seven points) and
junior Nick Carreri (five rebounds)
gave the Lakers a needed boost.
Another bright spot for the Lak
ers’ was their three-point shooting.
The team shot only 29 percent from
beyond the arc last season, but shot
50 percent from deep thanks to six
makes from the transfer Thomas.
“I think my teammates were just
driving .and finding me on the wing,”
said Thomas, who transferred from
Grand Rapids Community College.
“The other team was helping off
of me, and I don’t think they knew
that I could shoot as well as I did.
My teammates just found me in the
right spots, and I knocked the shots
down.”
The Lakers open the regular
season on Nov. 13 at home against
Marygrove College.
hjredericksen @ lanthorn jcom
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RUGBYgvsu SPORTS
Men's, women's rugby teams prepare for postseason
Club teams look to win Midwest Playoffs, avenge early-season losses this month in postseason
By Derek Wolff
GVL Staff Writer

National Championship aspirations remain
very much alive for both rugby clubs at the
start of November.
The Division 1 women’s team (6-1) will
play the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
in the quarterfinal round of the Midwest Play
offs in Allendale at 11 am. Satiuday. The Lak
ers are coming off a 45-5 home rout of previ
ously unbeaten Indiana University on Oct. 30.
The Division II men’s team advanced to the
Final Four in the Midwest Regional Playoffs
after winning both of its matches in Pittsburgh
during the weekend . The Lakers defeated topseeded Indiana University-Pennsyl vania 13-12
after being down 12-0, and then they downed
West Virginia University 37-24.
The men will look to avenge a 16-14 loss
suffered earlier this season when they play in
a rematch against rival Michigan State Uni
versity in the regional semifinal on Nov. 13
at Indiana University. A win over the Spartans
would see the Lakers play the winner of the
other semifinal between the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater and St. Johns University-Minnesota and assure the team a spot in
the spring’s National Final 16 Tournament.
Men’s rugby head coach John Mullett
highlighted the crucial need for a quick offen
sive start in beating MSU this time around.
“Last time, we dug ourselves a hole early
on and were down 13-0 after the first half,” he
said. “This time around, we’ll look to spread
the field defensively, tackle with support,
transition well between defense and offense
and get guys to the middle of play in order to
win.*’
The rivalry game with MSU, which dealt
the Lakers their only loss of the season, should
yield a heated matchup with the winner guar
anteed a spot in the National Final 16 Tourna
ment.

GVL Archive / Nicole Lamson
Get off me!: The D-ll men's club rugby team will
compete in the Final Four playoffs starting Nov. 13
after winning both its matches last weekend.

GVL Archive / Nicole Lamson
Gang tackle: The women's rugby team competes in home-field action earlier this season. The team will
take on the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in the Midwest Playoffs Saturday.
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The turf field has really helped us
develop into an open-field speed
team. (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) is a very
physical team ...The key will be making
them play at our speed and pace/1
-Bob Richthammer
GVSU women's rugby coach
Senior Tom Albers stressed controlling
the ball better and dictating the game style to
match Grand Valley State University’s style of
play as crucial in order to beat MSU.
“Everyone is excited for the opportunity to
play (Michigan) State again,” he said. “It will
come down to us exploiting and capitalizing
on our opportunities.”
Mullett cited excellent senior leadership
and the facilities GVSU has provided the team
as part of its success this season, qualities that

women’s rugby coach Bob Richthammer also
holds dear.
GVSU’s women’s rugby team has enjoyed
a season with wins over top-ranked programs
in Eastern Illinois University, Ohio State Uni
versity and Indiana.
Richthammer attributed some of the suc
cess of this season to the new turf field that he
said gives GVSU a “huge home-field advan
tage,” particularly against clubs familiar with
playing on grass pitches, such as WisconsinMilwaukee.
“The turf field has really helped as develop
into an open-field speed team,” Richthammer
said. “(Wisconsin-Milwaukee) is a very physi
cal team and will try to control the tempo and
game-flow. The key will be making them play
at our speed and pace.”
Assistant Coach Abe Cohen said the homefield advantage will be crucial in winning Sat
urday’s match.
“One of our goals going into the season

was to host a playoff game, so we feel that
we’ve earned it, deserved it,” he said. “It’s not
going to change our mindset, but the players
will feel more comfortable playing in front of
their fans, friends and family.”
The senior leadership has also been a con
stant source of inspiration throughout the sea
son. Senior captain and All-American forward
Joanna Kitlinski said she is confident going
into Saturday’s game.
“We’ve been working really well on de
fense and focusing on not letting up,” she said.
“We’re playing really well as a team and need
to focus on not being nervous.”
A victory over Wisconsin-Milwaukee
would most likely see GVSU facing Northern
Iowa University, who took the Lakers out of
the 2008 playoffs with a double-overtime win
en route to winning a National Champion
ship.
A successful mix of talented seniors and
highly-touted new recruits has made this year’s
team special, Richthammer said.
"Some players came back this year solely
to compete for a National Championship,” he
said.
dwolff® lanthorn com

Basketball team to'quickly mend'following loss of captain
Women still set sights on first QLIAC win since 2006 despite Kara Crawford's injury, Emma Veach's transfer to Michigan Tech
By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Senior Reporter

Someone should warn all
GLIAC women’s basketball
programs that redemption
is swiftly coming, and in its
wake will be a black and blue
trail.
Grand Valley State Uni

versity’s team is gearing up
for a run at its first GLIAC
Championship since win
ning it. along with the NCAA
National Championship, in
2005-06.
Starting fresh afOter last
season ended in a 1-5 skid
over the team’s last six games
along with a loss in the GLI
AC quarterfinals, the Lakers
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look to take back the top spot
in a tough conference.
The key to climbing to
the top of the GLIAC will be
the team’s depth, said GVSU
head coach Janel Burgess.
The Lakers return four start
ers, but the team took a heavy
blow when senior co-captain
Kara Crawford was sidelined
for the season with a tom
ACL suffered in practice last
week.
“I think our depth was a
very huge quality for us head
ing into the season,” Burgess
said. “I don’t see (losing Kara)
being too much of an issue. I
think the hardest thing will be
losing her overall leadership
and her presence on the court,
having been in the program
for three years, going on four.
Overall, I think the team will
be able to quickly mend the
fence and move forward.”
Burgess added Kara will
continue to be deeply in
volved in the team’s day-today activities once she can
walk again.
“Kara’s captaincy and abil
ity to contribute to this team
won’t change, besides that
she won’t be on the court,”
Burgess said. “She’s anxious
to be back with us. She’s just
trying to get off the crutches
and be comfortable walking
right now.”
Elizabeth Van Tiflin, the
lone senior and co-captain
remaining on the active ros
ter, said while Crawford’s

GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Stellar Stelfox: Sophomore center Alex Stelfox puts up a shot in a past
game. She won GLIAC Freshman of the Year honors last season.

presence will be missed, her
teammates will step up.
“Losing her was disheart
ening, but at the same time.
I’ve got the team on my back
now,” Van Tiflin said. “Be
cause we’re so deep this year.

nowuhsing for

when the starters go out and
the subs come in, we don’t re
ally lose anything. We’re still
communicating on defense,
which leads into our offense
and has that same energy out
on the floor. All 13 of us can
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work together for 40 min
utes.”
The Lakers are expecting
big things from junior guard
Jasmine Padin and sopho
more center Alex Stelfox,
both of whom were named
to the preseason All-GLIAC
team. Padin was the chosen as
the team’s third captain after
starting the first 58 games of
her career, and Stelfox comes
off a season in which she led
the team in points, field goal
percentage and blocks. Stel
fox was also named last sea
son’s GLIAC Freshman of
the year.
“I was surprised (to get
nominated),” Stelfox said.
“It’s a good accomplishment.
Right now, I have a lot more
confidence. Last year, I didn’t
know what to expect or what
was coming. Now, I know
what to do and what not to
do. I’m excited to see how
I’m going to react.”
The Lakers expect to face
tough matches from familiar
foes. Northwood University
and Northern Michigan Uni
versity both proved difficult
games for the Lakers, but
Michigan Technological Uni
versity could be the greatest
challenge yet. The Lakers
have not defeated the Hus
kies in four years, and former
GVSU guard Emma Veach
chose to transfer to Michigan
Tech over the summer.
“I think the one we have
a chip on our shoulder about
is Michigan Tech,” Van Tiflin
said. “In my four years here,
we’ve never beaten them. I
think this is our year to really
take them down. They’re our
top rival, and when you see
them on the calendar, you put
a little star next to it because
you have that extra fight in
you.”
The Lakers will begin
play Sunday by taking on
Michigan State University
in an exhibition game for the
second straight season. They
will open the regular season’
on the road against Urbana
University on Nov. 12.
ckalleward@ lanthorn com
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GVL Archive / Cody Eding
Rare occasion: The GVSU football team drops a regular season game against Michigan Tech. The team's loss puts it's back against the wall, and the team must perform in order to avoid missing the playoffs for the first time since 2000.

Mitchell putting forth winning attitude after loss
Head coach refuses to rely on last year's rebound as excuse for loss against Michigan Tech
Cody Eding

GVL Sports Editor

Grand’Valley State University head
coach Matt Mitchell doesn’t want to
talk about the past.
And frankly, I don’t blame him.
Mitchell has answered his fair
share of questions - from myself
included - about the 2009 season in
the wake of last weekend’s 20-17 loss
to Michigan Technological University.
When your team has lost only two
regular season games in the past five
seasons, I guess it comes with the
territory.
“The first thing I don’t want to hear
out of our guys is about last year,”
Mitchell said at Monday’s weekly
press conference. “I don’t want to hear

that.”
Last year, the Lakers lost to
Hillsdale College in week seven of
the regular season. In response, the
team reeled off seven straight wins including a playoff thrashing of Hills
dale - en route to an appearance in the
National Championship game.
Mitchell dismissed the notion of
using last year’s success to validate
the loss against Michigan Tech.
“I don’t want our program to think
its okay to lose games,” he said. “I
don’t want to hear about how last year
after Hillsdale we rebounded and went
on this run. I’m not really interested in
any of our players, any of our coaches
or anybody else saying that to our
team. We’ve only lost five regular
season games in the last 10 years, and
one of those was on Saturday. And
I’ve got to make sure the young play
ers in our program understand that’s
not acceptable around here.”
The Lakers should not and cannot

rely on last year’s performance. With a
new coach and new players across the
field - both of which have experienced
growing pains this season - there’s no
guaranteed waltz to the championship.
Last year’s quarterback is an as
sistant coach. Last year’s running back
is tearing up the NAIA. Last year’s
leading receiver is an extra in a Kurt
Russell movie, as is last year’s kicking
specialist and starting safety. Last year
is over.
Yet, GVSU is more than capable of
overcoming the loss. Now, it’s up to
the players whether or not they use the
loss as motivation. The talent is there.
The team just needs to execute better
— something they failed to do on the
road in Houghton.
“We’re not proud of how we
played and definitely disappointed,”
said senior safety Matt Bakker. “For
getting about how we played probably
just defeats any purpose of learning a
lesson from a loss like that. I think we

have the people in place to be able to
play better and its just about going out
there and executing.”
There’s little room for error. If the
Lakers slip up during the season’s last
two games, the team risks losing the
GLIAC title. Worse, GVSU could fail
to make the playoffs, something they
have not done since 200().
“This loss is going to go one of two
ways,” Mitchell said. “It’s either going
to serve as, I guess, as a motivator and
a reminder. I’m hoping the guys don’t
forget about it here for a while.
“If it lingers, and we can’t get over
that, and we’re not using that in the
proper way, not using that as a motiva
tor, then its going to define us, too,”
he added. “That loss against Michigan
Tech is going to define our season one
way or the other.”
sports@ lanthorn jcom

WHO TO WATCH
Aaron Shavers
quarterback
Shavers, a
sophomore,
leads the
Timberwolves in
rushing yards
(809), passing
yards (1,030)
and total touchdowns (19).

Justin Sherrod
running back
The Lakers
will work
hard to
establish a
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bode well for
the senior.

Rent-a-Rower provides means for rowers to compete

A CLOSER LOOK

4
Team members perform about 30-40 hours of work each to cover club dues at $375/semester beyond funds from Student Life

By Kevin Vanantwerpen
GVL Staff Writer

From tutoring to shovel
ing macaroni and cheese out
of stadium bleachers, the
student-athletes on Grand
Valley State University’s
rowing club will do any
thing to raise enough funds
to continue participation on
the team.
The club’s Rent-A-Rower program, established in
1995, helps students partici
pate in the sport at little or
no cost to themselves.
Individuals and business
es from the Grand Rapids
and Allendale community
rent rowers for general labor
tasks. The rowers are paid at
a rate of $ 10 per hour, which
is applied directly toward
club dues.
“It’s a pretty common
idea among rowing teams
around the country” said
Lisa Saladino, the women’s
novice rowing coach. “It
works because (the rowers)
are really good workers and
very diligent about things.”
A first-semester rower’s
dues, which Saladino said
are comparatively low when
compared to most schools,
could reach up to $375 in
addition to travel costs,
uniform and other miscel
laneous expenses. Saladino
said rowers would need to
work around 30-40 hours of
work to cover the cost.
“We want any kid to have
the opportunity to compete,”
said GVSU head coach and
club director John Bancheri.
“I was one of those kids. I
came from a situation where
it was tough, so 1 want to
make sure that no kid is ever

left out because of finances.
Money should not be an is
sue. It’s an issue of whether
or not you want to work.”
While the Office of Stu
dent Life provides some
funding to the rowing club,
Saladino said rowing is one
of the more expensive sports,
and the program’s budget is
larger than Student Life can
handle.
“It definitely helps people
stay on the team who can’t
afford the cost,” said sopho
more rower Keegan Jahnke.
“When people first hear the
costs, they don’t know if
they can do it. But when I

was a senior in high school,
I talked to Coach Bancheri
and he told me that some
people haven’t had to pay a
penny out of pocket.”
During the winter, many
of the rowers wake up be
fore classes to begin shov
eling GVSU’s sidewalks at
4:45 a.m.
Shoveling isn’t the only
task the university has given
to the Rent-a-Rower pro
gram. After Meijer donated
boxes of almost-expired
macaroni and cheese to use
as noisemakers during the
first home football game,
many people emptied the

noodles and cheese packets
across the bleachers.
It rained no more than
five minutes after the game
was over, creating a mess
for the rowers to clean the
next morning.
“It took us four hours
with eight people,” Jahnke
said. “We had to get snow
shovels to scrape it off the
track and bleachers and use

our hands to get what the
shovel couldn’t get.”
The Rent-a-Rower pro
gram runs year round. Po
tential employers can con
tact the team through their
website, www.grandvalleyrowing.com, or at the team’s
office in the Kirkhof Center.
sports@ lanthorn .com
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Northwood University
Nickname: Timberwolves
Location: Midland, Mich.
Enrollment: 1,973
Head Coach: Mike Sullivan,
3rd year (13-16)

Offensive Scheme:
Wishbone

Defensive Scheme: 4-3
AFCA Ranking: Unranked
Last Week: 35-28 Loss

vs.

Hillsdale
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Has your studegt grg. tried all these
aofv''C'KvTl£ l kW^_options?
GVL Archive / Eric Coulter
Earning their keep: The men's 8 rows in a past regatta. Rent-a-rower
allows members to pay their club dues and compete on the team.

Experienced Attorney
3 IVfiles from Campus
www.davicIknocstcrplc.com

Do you want to reach a large audience
and get your money's worth?

There is another option
TT'iC'

(6\6)_895-7300^
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Trust the Lanthorn to advertise your
student organization.
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Laker Life Events

Now
Santa Claus
charity drive
The Santa Claus Girls
Charity Drive asks the
GVSU community to
donate gifts for kids
from six months old to
12 years old. Donation
bins are located at the
University Bookstore on
both the Allendale and
Pew campuses. Online
donations can be made
at www.santaclausgirls.
org. The drive continues
through Nov. 24.

■
TODAY
Social Media
workshop
Social Media at
GVSU, part of the
Excellence Series,
will take place from
1 p.m. to 3 p.m. today
in Room 2215 of the
Kirkhof Center.
Web managers from
GVSU's Institutional
Marketing will discuss
GVSU's guidelines
for using social
media, how to use it
professionally, do's
and don't's and pros
and cons. To register,
visit www.gvsu.edu/
seminar.

TODAY
Former pro
baseball player
to speak
Doug Glanville will
speak from 6 p.m. to 7:30
p.m. today for the next
Professionals of Color
lecture, "Life, Baseball
& Business."Glanville's
lecture will take place
in the Loosemore
Auditorium.
Glanville is an ESPN
analyst, author and
former Major League
Baseball player for the
Chicago Cubs, New York
Yankees, Texas Rangers
and Philadelphia Phillies.

■
SATURDAY
Butt Toss
Cleanup
The Student
Senate sustainability
subcommittee will
lead a cigarette butt
cleanup on Saturday.
They will traverse the
ravines and other
areas of the Allendale
Campus from noon to
2 p.m. To help, e-mail
Christine Thiele at
thielec@mail.gvsu.edu.

■
SUNDAY
GVSU's largest
game of Simon
Says
Student Senate is
hosting Steve Max,
who has run Simon
Says at halftime of NBA
games, to organize
GVSU's largest Simon
Says game.
The game will
take place from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m in the
Fieldhouse Arena.
More information can
be found at gvsu.edu/
battleofthevalleys/.

A&E

Elijah Brumback, A&E Editor
arts@lanthorn.com

'Founding' production
prepares for opening night
Original student script finalized, progressing to detailed rehearsal
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer

With the premiere inch
ing ever closer, work on
the upcoming original play,
“Founding,” has been ramp
ing up.
“Founding,” a collab
orative project between the
Advanced Playwriting class
and the Theater Program,
follows a group of students
writing a play about the
school’s origin, which ironi
cally enough parallels the
true reality of the piece.
Set to have curtains rise
for the first time on Nov. 12,
production has shifted from
focusing on writing the film
to putting the final touches
on the performance of the
screenplay.
“We are currently work
ing on rehearsing the play,
which itself is quite an ex
perience,” said Karen Libman, faculty advisor to the
students working on the
play. “The aspect of the
writing portion of this expe
rience that was so great, the
collaboration not only be
tween students themselves
but students and teachers as
well, has shifted over to the
rehearsal stage as well. It’s
been a blast to watch stu
dents grow and work with
each other, as well as the
faculty that teaches them as
well.”
With days falling off the
calendar leading to the pre
miere, the group of students,
along with a group of facul
ty advisors, are now tasked
with polishing up the piece.
“I’m really proud of
where the show is at the mo

Courtesy Photo / gvsu.edu
GV roots: Pictured (from left to right) are "Founding" actors
Sophie Ni as'Mi Mi* Ben Cole as "Hayes* and Darion Murchison as
"Zeke."*Founding"will premier on Nov. 12.

ment,” said Sean Francis,
one of four student co-direc
tors of the play. “Actors are
pretty much memorized and
scenes are blocked. Now
we’re just making things
cleaner, delving more into
characterization and getting
more comfortable with the
text in general. We want to
keep trying new things to
keep it fresh and interesting
when we get it onto the ac
tual set.”
Joining Francis as co
directors on the play are
Miriam Wisnewski, Jessica
Alverson and Arielle Leverett.

“This experience has im
mensely rewarding, but very
difficult,” Alverson said. “I
have directed other pitxiuctions outside of Grand Val
ley, and this one is by far
the most interesting project
I’ve been able to work on.
It’s great working with the
playwrights and knowing
that they are as committed
to making this show fantas
tic as the directors are, even
though the writers are still
working on finalizing the
screenplay.”
However,
working
alongside teachers that they
have been students of may

breed a completely different
sense of intimidation.
“Any student would tell
you that it is intimidating to
work alongside professors,”
Alverson said. “Also, we
have three professors cast in
the show, and that’s scary as
well. It’s hard to remember
that you are the director and
have to give the professors
acting in the show direction,
but all of the professors have
been wonderful to work
with. Ifiey are all commit
ted to making sure that this
production is the best that it
can be.”
Almost set to see its
first performance, those
involved hope the idea of
a play doesn’t turn some
away from buying a ticket
to watch.
“I am very excited about
this project and I want oth
ers to get excited about it,
too,” Wisnewski said. “It’s a
play about discovering his
tory. It’s a play about how
the past and present interact.
It’s a play about real people
and their journeys through
life. Every audience mem
ber will be able to relate
to someone in the story.
Whether it’s the jock, the
smart kid, the geek, the pas
sionate one, the ladies’ man
or the strong one, there is a
character for everyone.”
“Founding” will pre
miere on Nov. 12 with per
formances following on
Nov. 13 and 14, as well as
Nov. 19 and 20. Tickets are
currently available for $6
to $12 at Louis Armstrong
Theatre box office.
Jbrunsting @ lanthorn com

Scratching beneath the surface
with GVSU's poet-in-residence
Professor Patricia Clark shares thoughtson writing, importance oflifelong learning
By Rebekah Young
GVL Intern

“It’s almost like you’ve
got something that itches
and you’ve got to scratch
it,” said Patricia Clark,
Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s poet-in-residence
and a professor of writing.
“For writers, it’s like there’s
something under your skin
you have to work out and
solve like a puzzle.”
Clark has been itching
and scratching as a poet for
more than 30 years. Having
written hundreds of poems,
her works have been pub
lished in many national lit
erary magazines, including
the Atlantic Monthly, Slate
and Mississippi Review. She
also authored three books of
poetry, “North of Wonder
ing,” “My Father on a Bi
cycle” and “She Walks Into
The Sea” and has received
numerous writing awards.
She served as Poet Laure
ate of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
from 2005-2007.
But before Clark was
an accomplished poet and
a professor at GVSU, she
was an 8-year-old girl walk
ing down the sidewalk with
a stack of books cradled in
her arms.
Bom in Tacoma, Wash.,
Clark grew up with seven
brothers and sisters. Her in
terest in reading and writing
was first sparked during a
childhood family ritual es
tablished by her mother.
“Something I remember
from a fairly early age is
going to the public library,”
Clark said. “I’d go with an
older sister, and we’d get an
arm load of books. It took
especially with me. I turned
out to be the biggest book
worm in my family.”
Clark also cites going
to church as another fac
tor that was instrumental in
influencing her affinity for
language.
“The beauty of going
to church, the holiness and
specialness, and they way

they
would
read
certain
things,
it was
magical,” she
said. “It
got me
hooked
as
a
child.”
In high school,Clark was
further captivated by the
works of E.E. Cummings
and other poets, but she said
she didn't yet see herself as
a writer.
When Clark attended the
University of Washington in
Seattle, she still hadn't real
ized that writing was for her
and instead chose to major in
economics. After she gradu
ated, Clark finally admitted
to herself that she wanted to
be a writer.
After seeking out writing
programs recommended to
her by friends and family,
she started taking creative
writing and poetry classes
as a non-degree student.
“I began to see that you
could say, ‘I want to be a
writer,”’ Clark said. “It was
liberating.”
Clark went on to earn
a Master’s of Fine Arts in
English and creative writ
ing from the University of
Montana and a Ph D. in
English from the University
of Houston.
“Each stage of the jour
ney ended up taking me
further from where I had
grown up,” Clark said. “But
that was good. When you
get that far and start looking
for a job, you go where op
portunities take you.”
In the fall semester of
1989, opportunity brought
her to GVSU as the expert
and advocate for poetry on
campus. As the poet-inresidence. Clark hosts po
etry nights, invites national
writers to speak on campus
and writes poems for special
university occasions, includ
ing convocation.

Courtesy Photo Patricia Clark
Seaside stanzas: Clark published this collection of poems
before coming to GVSU. It is the most recent of her three books.

Clark had not heard of
GVSU before her first in
terview, but she was im
mediately charmed by the
people she met, the lively
atmosphere on campus and
the school’s potential for
growth.
“I had some other inter
views and another job offer,
but I really wanted Grand
Valley from the first time I
came here,” she said. “1 re
ally feel like I made a good
decision.”
Each school year, Clark
typically teaches beginning
creative writing classes that
cover poetry, fiction and
nonfiction, as well as upperdivision classes in reading
and writing poetry. She also
strives to connect students to
poets from around the coun
try and resources for gradu
ate school.
Though Clark has spent
years perfecting her craft
as a poet, she also makes
time for her other interests,
including travelling, garden
ing and anthropology.
“One piece of advice for
writers is to be interested in
lots of different things be

cause you can bring them
into your work,” she said.
“If you just write about
yourself, you run out of
things to write.”
Clark explained while
artists have paint, clay and
other materials to work
with, writers only have
words. Writers need new
ideas to write about and new
vocabulary that they gain by
exploring new subjects.
“It gives you more to
write about than just your
broken heart,” she said. “I
don’t like to be bored. I like
to be interested in things, the
more things the merrier.”
From her experience,
Clark emphasizes the im
portance of setting new
challenges and continuing
to leam every day. For ex
ample, she suggests writers
try to use new words, poetic
forms and phrasing.
“Because if you’re bored
with what you're doing, the
readers will be, too,” she
said. “You have to find new
things to say and new ways
to say them.”
arts@ lanthorn c om

GVL / Rachel Dwyer
Creative checkers: This VanderHart work will
be featured in the GVSU Art Gallery.

Student Artist Profile:

Ruthie VanderHart
Student's latest work explores
'game'of social interaction

By Grace Sterenberg
GVL Staff Writer

Ruthie Van
derHart
would
never have pre
dicted that her
doodling could
become a career,
let alone find it to
be a way of com
municating with
others. A woman
of many interests, VANDERHART
including comic
books, science fiction, history, marbles
and even raising goldfish, VanderHart
calls herself a curious person who has
been drawing her whole life.
“If you believe my mom, 1 was
drawing with Spaghettios by the time I
could move my hands,” she said.
Though art has always been a hob
by, her skills and processes have pro
gressed throughout the years.
Her current show, starting Oct. 25
in the Padnos Gallery of the Calder
Art Center and running through today,
features games and some illustrations
that are unique because of their lack of
a set of rules. VanderHart got the idea
from a printmaking professor last year
and liked the way it related to human
communication.
“I thought about how basic social
interactions and the way everyone
deals with each other is pretty much
like a game,” Vanderhart said. “I
thought maybe kids view games as a
way of learning how to deal with peo
ple normally. Social interactions have
their own sets of rules, but until you
know what they are, you just have to
watch others.”
Mixing art with social interaction
not only gave Vanderhart an interest
ing showpiece, but it related to her
greatly on a personal level as well.
“When I was a little kid I had a lot
of trouble connecting with people my
own age. I was that weird kid sitting
in the back of class that nobody re
ally wanted to play with,” she said. “I
found that through art I've been able
to express who I am and connect with
people on a more comfortable, basic
level.”
She did just that by making the
games not only something that looks
interesting, but something that people
can use to interact with each other
without the restriction of set rules. The
illustrations featured at the show fol
low this same idea of not following
expected guidelines.
“With the illustrations I just decid
ed to tell a story without following any
rules,” Vanderhart said. “1 just started
doodling out a story and whatever
happened happened, without having
to worry about plot or climax or any
thing. It didn't really matter if it made
any sense or not.”
Vanderhart said she hopes to con
tinue this theme in work later on and
put out an entire series of similar piec
es. She hopes to eventually become a
professor at some point in life as well.
“I enjoy art and I think it would
be excellent to share my knowledge
with others after I’ve had the chance to
build it up a bit,” she said.
A closing reception for VanderHart’s show will be held from 5 p.m.
to 9 p.m. today in the Padnos Gallery.
arts @ lanthorn c om

Courtesy Photo / Ruthie VandarHart
Social game: A piece from VanderHart’s
latest show, on display now In the Padnos
Gallery.
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Please vote for Jamie Innis
as the next Face of 4 at
WOTV.com. Its a great op
portunity, so help a fellow
Laker out!
Help save water and don’t
leave sinks and showers run
ning when you are not using
them. For more information
visit www.gvsu.edu/facilitiesservices/
Catholic Campus Ministry.
St. Luke University Parish.
Your catholic connection al
GVSU. Sunday Masses: Al
lendale Christian School 8:0C
& 10:30 am Grand Valley
Cook-DeWitt 5:30pm.

Welcome back GVSU stu
dents! Motman”s Farm Mar
ket is now open and has
great deals for students and
staff. Located one mile east
of GVSU Campus!
Weekend masses Saturday
4pm, Sunday 9am and 11am.
733 Bridge St, NW Grand
Rapids, Ml 49504. (616)
458-321 3.
• Visit
www.stjamesparish.catho-

licweb.com.
Welcome back GVSU stu
dents! Motman’s Farm Mar
ket opens September 8th
and offers great deals to stu
dents and staff. Located one
mile east of GVSU Campus!

Entertainment

Check out Biggby Coffee lo
cated in Allendale! Along with
great drinks, Biggby offers
free wi-fi and is conveniently
located to campus. Stop in
today!

The Grand Valley Shake
speare Festival and Theater
presents As You Like It. Per
formances: October 1-10.
For tickets call 616-331-2300

Help us save energy and
switch to CFL or LED light
bulbs. Standard light bulbs
waste a lot of electricity and
don’t last long. For more in
fo rm at i o n
visit.
www.gvsu.edu/facilitiesservices/

www.starticketsplus.com.
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/shakes

Live your best life! Snap Fit
ness offers two convenient
locations in Allendale and
Grand Rapids. Stop in today
and get your first jnonth free!
www.snapfitness.com
We wash every car like it’s
our own! Stop by Allendale
Auto Wash today! Located _
mile west of GVSU campus.
616.895.5040.
Check
out
this
new
homepage for Grand Valley
students! Makes everything
you use only one click away!
www.thestudenthomepage.c
om

Employment
Experienced
bartender
needed for expansion, apply
at Mancino’s from 1-4 Mondav-Friday. No phone calls.

________ Wanted________
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.

or

visit

Every Monday is College
Night. Get in for just $5 with
your College ID. Text
KZOOVU to 68683 to receive
discounts and coupons! Visit
dejavu.com

Roommates
Roommate Wanted in home
in Grand Rapids, 10 minutes
from Pew Campus. $370
utilities included. Call Marcie
at (810)610-5132.

Services
Experienced Attorney 3 Miles
from Campus. 616.895.7300.
www.davidknoesterplc.com.
Lake Michigan Dental has
been supporting smiles for
generations! Conveniently lo
cated one block west of Covell Street on the GVSU bus
route! 616-453-8211 or
www.lakemichigandental.co
m
Legal help for college stu
dents. We represent students
with MIP and all other crimi
nal charges. Contact us 24/7
for a free consultation.
616-304-1414
or
www.edudefense.com
University Bookstore. Shop
online anytime with the University
Bookstore.
www.ubs.qvsu.edu

Opportunities
Changing the world by
changing theirs. TEACH.
$30,000 Fellowship. Master
Degree. Ongoing Support.
Apply now - October 13
deadline, wyyw.wwteachfe!-

lowship.,Qffl.
Housing
2 person rental for Winter Se
mester. $700. Call Len
248-210-0226
Grand Valley’s best kept
deal. University Townhomes
& Apartments guarantees the
lowest price per person. En
joy a quiet atmosphere with a
variety of home styles to
choose from less than 2
miles from campus. Call Tim
today 616-477-5511
2 person rental for Winter Se
mester. $700. Call Len
248-210-0226
Looking for someone to take
over lease for a 3 bdr/3.5
bath, furnished apartment at
Copper Beech. Now through*
July 2011.248-231-6316
Subleaser needed for winter
semester. Spacious 4 bed
room loft (need one more) 5
minutes from downtown GR.
$393.75/month
electric.
American Seating Broadway.
Free parking & Internet, clippara@mail.qvsu.edu

Super Crossword
ACROSS

51 Part 2 of
remark
1 Evaluated
6 “Later, Luisl" 57__Tin Tin
58 From
Z
11 Start to
59 Brandy bottle
paint
60 84 Across,
14 Reggae
for one
relative
61 Without _
17 Vision(daringly)
related
62 “Thanks,
19 _ acid
Robespiene!"
21 Samuel’s
64 Happen
teacher
67 Wipe out
22 Existed
69 Furniture
23 Queen
wood
Anne chair?
71 Hit rock
24 Start of a
bottom
remark by
Mary
75 Ade
ingredients
Wald rip
27 Party
76 Selfconfidence
animal?
78 Andes
28 “Othello*
animal
villain
30 “
Miniver* 79 Ham up
“Hamlet”
(’42 film)
81 Gray or
31 Racer
Moran
Luyendyk
32 Presque
, 82 Diva
Ponselle
ME
84 Senegal's
33 Where to
capital
spend a
86 At once
krona
89 Seixas of
37 It’s on the
tennis
bee’s
90 Part 3 of
knees
remark
39 Disconcert
95 Polished
42 Mosque
97 English
feature
county
44 Washer
98 Ram hard?
residue
99 About
45
Raton,
100 _ store
FL
102 First in a
46 Malice
series
47 Tombstone
territory
103 Perceptive

106 “Gunsmoke"
star
107 Muscat’s
nation
109 Fawn's
father
110 Calculating
person?
111 Emulate
Ederle
112 Spring
115 End of
remark
122 Summer
hummer
124 High peak
125 Geologic
division
126 Ariel, for
instance
127 Like some
watches
128 Affirmative
vote
129 Combat
130 Model of
simplicity?
131 Dote upon

DOWN
1 Actress
Lilian
2 Exercise
aftermath
3 Rotate
4 Jeff Lynne’s
grp5 Coffee
accompani
ment
6 Choir
member
7 Dit’s cousin
8 Cola cooler
9 Giant legend

10 Round
Table title
11 Labor
leader
Eugene
12 Out of sorts
13 “American
(’72 hit)
14 Eddy
15 Couric of
Today"
16 Pallid
18 Genuine
20 Telescope
view
25 Keatsian
crock
26 Strauss
specialty
29 Something
of value
32 Author
Dinesen
33 Prowl
34 Poverty
35 Desire
deified
36 Actress
Moore
37 “Treasure
Island”
extra
38 “I’m working
39 Eban of
Israel
40 Canvas
contest
41 Henchman
43 Burly Burl
44 Bolger/
Haley
co-star
48 Decorative
49 Sib’s kid

PAILS IN
COMPARISON

50 Pays to
play
52 Violinist
Zimbalist
53 RN's
specialty
54 ‘I Am . ..
.1 _■
(’71 song)
55 Trigger
Trigger
56 Ripped
61 Throw__
(rage)
63 North
Carolina
campus
64
-Locka,
FL
65 Machine part
66 Security
arp.
68 Plants
69 Novelist
Binchy
70 Taxing
time?
72 In addition
73 Russian,
for one
74 Astronaut
Slayton
77 Charlotte,
Emily, or
Anne
80 _-jongg
83 Kruger of
“High Noon*
84 Jim
Morrison's
group
85 With
111 Down,
“Nana" star
87 Rock’s__

Express

88 Ridge
90 Publisher
Conde
91 Idyllic area
92 Actor
Enriquez
93 Surrealist
Tanguy
94 Tibia
96 Measure
100 Up for__
(available)
101 Dachshund
like
102 The Magic
Flute*
heroine
103 Examine
104 Hackneyed
105 Florida
resort
106 Gibbon or
gorilla
108 Isinglass
110 Glinka’s “A
Life for
" *
the
111 See 85
Down
112 Sign of
sainthood
113 Bouquet
114 Kid at court
116 Whip up a
waistcoat
117 Author Levin
118 Good times
119 Dernier__
(latest
fashion)
120 Kipling
novel
121 WWII area
123 Heel

Internships
Environmental research in
ternship opportunity. The Annis Water Resources Institute
at Grand Valley is dedicated
to studying the Great Lakes
and offers great hands on in
ternship opportunities. For
more information contact
www.gvsu.edu/wri
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GO FIGURE!

by Linda Thistle

The idea of Go Figure is to arrive
at the figures given at the bot
tom and right-hand columns of
the diagram by following the
arithmetic signs in the order
they are given (that is, from left
to right and top to bottom). Use
only the numbers below the
diagram to complete its blank
squares and use each of the
nine numbers only once.

DIFFICULTY: ★ ★ *
★ Moderate ★ * Difficult
* * * GO FIGURE!
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Courtesy Photo / Tommy Valdez
Homegrown talent: From left to right, Tom Gunnels, Emilee Petersmark, Kate Pillsbury and Dan Rickabus make up Crane Wives. Everyone except Petersmark graduated from GVSU, and they continue to play around Grand Rapids.

Members of Crane Wives share GV roots, set to begin recording debut album
After playing various venues in GR, group 3/4 GVSU alums prepares to expand audience for music centered on strong vocals
i Elijah
I Brumback

T

HBHI
SPPfre

A& E Editor

The Crane Wives are not actually
birds.
What are Crane Wives? Those
who know music might recognize the
words as the title of indie band the Decemberist’s 2(X)6 record. Others might
suppose it to be what you might call
female cranes that have been married
in a matrimony recognized by the state
of Michigan or as the ancient Japanese
fable from which the name originates.
This though may be rare. Neverthe
less, what it is certain is that the Crane
Wives are a freshly wed (forgive the
pun) band from Grand Rapids outfit
ted with some of Grand Valley State

University’s multi-talented artists.
With sharpie-emblazoned demo in
tow, the Crane Wives recently played
the Viceroy in downtown Grand Rap
ids. Tucked neatly in the comer, the
band played for almost two hours as a
dwindling, uninterested crowd turned
into a respectable mix of curious
boozehounds and loyal friends who
sang along to the twangy and folkinfused covers of Amy Winehouse’s
“Rehab” and the Red Hot Chili Pep
per's “Otherside”
A few years back, Tom Gunnels,
who played primarily only guitar then,
met drummer Dari Rickabus as fresh
man at GVSU. They jammed together
as two-piece outfit for a while but
eventually fizzled out.
It was only about six months ago
when Gunnels said he had been play
ing with guitarist and GVSU student
Kate Pillsbury. Eventually the three

came together and were later joined the way gospel hymns sound calling
by mutual friend and guitarist Emilee the experience “ethereal”.
Petersmark rounding
“My grandmother
out the quartet.
actually told me she
“It was sort of a nat
though they sound
ural coming together,”
like angels,” he said.
Rickabus said. “We all
The band is a kind
dumped a box of
sort of new each other
of neo-folk group
Legos. Now we've with rumbling drums
to begin with, so fofrngot to try and
ing a band was basi
rhythms, dual acous
cally the next step.”
tic
guitars and the
build something
Rickabus and Gun
distinct sound of ban
from there.”
nels agree that what
jo tiptoeing the old
drew them to the idea
country fence. While
-Dan Rickabus
of Crane Wives was
they have a stable of
hearing the vocal har
Crane Wives guitarist well-adjusted covers
the band has begun
monies that Pillsbury
and Petersmark create.
building a catalog of
“The girls are a real center point originals and are anxious to start re
to band,” Gunnels said. “They sound cording more extensively.
so good together and it's great to have
Starting Sunday, the band will head
into Sound Post Studio’s to begin work
such strong vocals in the music.”
Rickabus likened their voices to on their debut LP from scratch.

"Weve

“We’ve dumped out the box of
Legos,” Rickabus said. “Now we’ve
got to try and build something from
there.”
The attitude of the band is excep
tionally driven, especially when look
ing to be booked in and around the
West Michigan area. They’ve played
numerous venues and are slated to
play again at the Viceroy on the Nov.
18.
So far the effort to get their name
and music out to the public ear has
been rather marginal, but expected. As
users of social media, the Crane Wives
are none too shy with band profiles
from Facebook to Reverb Nation.
“Right now we just want to keep
playing shows and writing new songs,”
Gunnels said. “We’re all really excited
about where the band is going.”
arts @ lanthorn .com

Student writing gallery'Vinette' left unattended in cyberspace
Lack of student interest
leads to temporary stall in
online publication

Vinette.

The Professional Writing Gallery of GVSU
home | gallery | submissions | staff j archives

By Patrick Nothaft
GVL Staff Writer

Grand Valley State University
writers will need to show initiative
in order to keep one of the school’s
literary publications afloat. Vinette,
GVSU’s online gallery of profession
al writing, has stopped publishing
indefinitely due to a lack of student
interest.
The annual publication, which be
gan in September 2007, is looking for
GVSU students to read submissions
and update its website.
While Vinette is on hiatus, a
new student publishing outlet has
emerged to fill the void. Cohesion
is a satire news and literary journal
that launched at the start of the Fall
2010 semester. Although it is not a
professional-style outlet similar to
the Vinette, it has more variety and
plans to produce several publications
each semester.
Vinette focuses on student-submit
ted professional-style writing, such as
academic essays, creative nonfiction,
journalistic articles and professional
documents. Examples of print design
and web design are also featured on

Vinette will begin accepting submissions again in the Fall.

Vinetu is an online publication composed of the work of talented Grand
Valley State University student writers. It includes nonfiction writing, both
creatiye and technical, as well as print and web designs. This is a venue for
students to share their writing styles, deliver ideas, and publish their own
pieces. This is a place for writers in all disciplines and welcomes every student
to submit their work. See the submissions page for deoils. Vinette is
published annually in one spring installment.
If you have any questions, please conoct us at:

Courtesy Graphic / www2.gvsu.edu/vinette/

the site.
Charlie Lowe of the GVSU writ
ing department has worked with Vi
nette organizers in the past and says
while the online publication is strug
gling right now to find student sup
port, it has not shut down entirely.
“I don’t know what Vinette’s cur
rent plan is for this year, but it would
be inaccurate to describe it as having
‘folded,’” Lowe said. “They might

turn around this year and decide to
publish something. The students de
cide what they want to do.”
Writing students at GVSU can en
hance their resumes and display their
writing to the campus community
by publishing their work on Vinette.
GVSU senior Claire Helakoski said
her creative nonfiction piece, “Shoespeak,” helped her complete the Dis
tinction in Writing program as part of

missions for GVSU’s annual student
her creative writing major.
“(Shoespeak) is my one published journal of art and writing. “It has to
• do with the space
piece at Grand Valley,”
in Fishladder be
she said. “The writ
//
cause
everyone
ing department must
They might turn
tries to publish
think highly of Vinette
around this year
in it, but nobody
because it counts as a
gets published publication for the Dis
and decide to
there were only
tinction in Writing.”
publish something. two creative non
The opportunity for
publication also com
The students decide fiction pieces pub
lished last year.”
pelled GVSU senior
what they want to
While
the
Jana White to submit
do."
physical status of
a creative nonfiction
GVSU’s journal
piece in 2009.
-Charles Lowe
of art and writ
“As a creative writ
ing major, we are en
Assistant professor of ing may limit the
number of stu
couraged to publish
writing
dents who can
wherever we can. so
write “Fishladder
I just took the oppor
contributor”
on
tunity,” she said. “It’s
something to put on my resume, their resume, it increases its recogni
and it’s a personal accomplishment tion around campus.
Helakoski. who was notified about
knowing that your work is out there
Vinette through a writing department
for others to see.”
Vinette’s online existence means e-mail, says that one of Vinette’s
that there are no limitations on the problems was that it was difficult to
length or number of writings pub find any sign of the online publica
lished on its website.
tion around the GVSU campus.
“They didn’t have enough promo
“Fishladder only publishes two,
maybe three stories in each genre be tion,” she said. “I didn’t really know
cause there’s so little space when you it existed, and because they don’t
have a physical publication, but if you have a physical publication, it’s hard
have an online publication you can to track them down.” *
have as many pieces as you want,”
arts® lanthorn .com
said Helakoski, who reviews sub
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